Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works

Will meet at:  9:00 am  
Date: Tuesday, April 9, 2013

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 147  HUVAL  MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES  Creates the "I'm Cajun" prestige license plate
HB 159  LANDRY, TERRY  MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES  Creates a prestige license plate for the March of Dimes
HB 171  CHANEY  HIGHWAYS  Designates portions of certain state highways
HB 186  BURNS, HENRY  TRANSPORTATION  Provides for a route designation change for the transportation of hazardous materials
HB 334  ORTEGO  MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES  Creates a special license plate for Louisiana Cultural Economy Foundation
HB 373  FRANKLIN  MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES  Creates the Free and Accepted Mason prestige plate
HB 380  LAMBERT  MTR VEHICLE/COMMERCIAL  Provides relative to the disqualification of commercial motor vehicle drivers
HB 386  LEOPOLD  TRANSPORTATION  Provides relative to sponsorship of signs on certain state assets
HB 396  LANDRY, TERRY  TRANSPORTATION  Provides relative to traffic signals
HB 419  JOHNSON  BRIDGES/FERRIES  Names a bridge located on U.S. 190 in Pointe Coupee Parish as the "Nickie Gene Voinche Memorial Bridge"
HB 486  REYNOLDS  HIGHWAYS  Designates a portion of Interstate 20 in honor of Sergeant Joshua Tomlinson
HB 491  PYLANT  TRANSPORTATION  Permits the secretary of the Department of Transportation and Development to issue permits to vehicles hauling hay during times of disaster
Receipt of update from the Department of Transportation and Development regarding policy and administrative rules relative to access permits
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